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see what your bonds bought. By no means was all of the equipment exhibited here developed at M. I. T.; likewise, all the equipment developed at Technology is not on exhibit. We must realize, of course, that Victory in Science represents the fruit of the labor of scientists and engineers at many great American and allied educational institutions and industrial laboratories.

We take great pleasure in welcoming you to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. You've bought the bonds that de Victory in Science possible; you've got the right to be proud of what your bonds have accomplished.

ramashop Members Meet Wednesday

In order to make arrangements for work to be done in the ensuing term, the M.I.T. ramashop will hold a meeting Wednesday, November 14, at 8:00 P.M. in room 2-178. The meeting is for old members only, and they are all urged to attend. A smoker for new members is being planned for the near future.

Greenberg To Conduct T.C.A. Chapel Tuesday

Rabbi Leonard A. Greenberg, Director of the Hillel Foundation at Simmons and Tufts Colleges, will lead the Second Chapel Service of the term, to be held on Tuesday, November 13, in the Emma Rogers Room (10-340) from 12:00 noon to 12:15 P.M. The Services are sponsored by the Technology Christian Association and are held weekly.
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THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY offers the following Professional Courses:

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
Architecture City Planning City Planning Practice

SCHOOL OF SCIENCE
Chemistry Mathematics
Food Technology Options: Pure and Allied
Food Technology Industrial Statistics
Five Year Course Physical Biology
General Science Physics
Geology Quantitative Biology

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Aeronautical Engineering Electrical Engineering—
Building Engineering and Construction Cooperative Course
Options: Heavy Construction General Engineering
Light Construction Marine Transportation
Business and Engineering Administration Mechanical Engineering
Courses: Based on Physical Options: General Mechanical
Sciences Engineering Science
Based on Chemical Engineering Science
Chemical Engineering Automotive Engineering
Chemical Engineering Practice Mechanical Engineering—
Civil Engineering Cooperative Course
Electrical Engineering Metallurgy
Electrical Engineering Options: Metallurgy
Electrical Engineering Mineral Dressing
Electrical Engineering—
Illumination Engineering Meteorology
Electronic Communications
Electronic Applications

The duration of each of the above undergraduate Courses is four academic years, with the exception of Architecture, Food Technology (Five Year Course), Physical Biology, and the cooperative Courses in Electrical Engineering and in Mechanical Engineering, which extend over a period of five years, and City Planning Practice which covers a period of six years. In addition to the Bachelor's degree, the above five and six year Courses, with the exception of Architecture, lead also to the Master's degree.

Graduate study, leading to the Master's and Doctor's degrees, is offered in Ceramics and in most of the above professional Courses.

A five year Course is offered which combines study in Engineering or Science, and Economics. This leads to the degree of Bachelor of Science in the professional field, and to the degree of Master of Science in Economics and Engineering or Economics and Natural Science.

For information about admission, communicate with the Director of Admissions.

The Catalogue for the academic year will be sent free on request.